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Efficiently navigating a superpressure balloon in the stratosphere1 requires the
integration of a multitude of cues, such as wind speed and solar elevation, and the
process is complicated by forecast errors and sparse wind measurements. Coupled
with the need to make decisions in real time, these factors rule out the use of
conventional control techniques2,3. Here we describe the use of reinforcement
learning4,5 to create a high-performing flight controller. Our algorithm uses data
augmentation6,7 and a self-correcting design to overcome the key technical challenge
of reinforcement learning from imperfect data, which has proved to be a major
obstacle to its application to physical systems8. We deployed our controller to station
Loon superpressure balloons at multiple locations across the globe, including a
39-day controlled experiment over the Pacific Ocean. Analyses show that the
controller outperforms Loon’s previous algorithm and is robust to the natural
diversity in stratospheric winds. These results demonstrate that reinforcement
learning is an effective solution to real-world autonomous control problems in which
neither conventional methods nor human intervention suffice, offering clues about
what may be needed to create artificially intelligent agents that continuously interact
with real, dynamic environments.

Superpressure balloons1 can autonomously operate in the stratosphere
for months, making them a cost-effective platform for communication,
Earth observation, gathering meteorological data and other applications. The altitude of a superpressure balloon is determined by its
density relative to the ambient atmosphere. In a Loon superpressure
balloon, vertical motion is achieved by pumping air ballast in and out
of a fixed-volume envelope, and horizontal motion is dictated by the
winds at the balloon’s location. To navigate, a flight controller must
therefore ascend and descend to find and follow favourable wind currents (Fig. 1a).
Despite these simple dynamics, long-term balloon control is challenging. The task of ‘station-keeping’, for example, involves maintaining
the balloon above a fixed ground location. To succeed, an indirect flight
path must be taken through the wind field (Fig. 1b). Station-keeping
also requires managing power over the day–night cycle, as descending uses solar energy stored in on-board batteries. Sparse wind measurements result in a phenomenon called partial observability9, and a
good controller must weigh the costs and benefits of gathering distal
observations. The nature of this partial observability alone limits the
usefulness of conventional control techniques2.
We used reinforcement learning5 to train a flight controller from
simulations. Reinforcement learning excels at producing control strategies that can handle high-dimensional, heterogeneous inputs and
optimize long-term objectives—for example, resulting in superhuman
game play10–12. Reinforcement learning has proven effective in optimization problems in which a model of the process is available13–16, and has

shown promising results in simulations of real applications and backtesting17–20 with some commercial success in internet applications21,22.
However, learning from imperfect data results in behavioural inaccuracies that compound over the planning horizon23,24. This poses an
important difficulty in scaling up to autonomous physical platforms
such as ours, where acquiring flight data is slow and expensive, and
where decisions have consequences more than 24 h into the future.
Past results on autonomous flight, in comparison, have optimized
shorter-horizon objectives such as trajectory following25,26 or maximizing upwards velocity27. In the extreme, a balloon may need weeks of
roundabout flight to recover from control errors, without the benefit
of a reset mechanism such as is common in robotics experiments7,28–31.
Finally, the controller must cope with ageing-related changes such as
helium loss and battery fatigue.

Station-keeping
We say that a balloon is successfully station-keeping when within
50 kilometres of its station, a distance at which it can comfortably communicate with a ground device. The availability of diverse opposing
winds at different altitudes facilitates station-keeping. In the tropics,
this diversity varies seasonally and is affected by large-scale weather
phenomena32–34. However, short-term forecasts for the region can substantially differ from actual measurements; wind-heading prediction
errors greater than 90° are frequent, and are greatest at the equator35,36.
This makes exploration integral to an effective control strategy.
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Fig. 1 | Station-keeping with a superpressure balloon. a, Schematic of a
superpressure balloon navigating a wind field. The balloon remains close to its
station by moving between winds at different altitudes. Its altitude range is
indicated by the upper and lower dashed lines. b, The balloon’s flight path,

viewed from above. The station and its 50-km range are shown in light blue.
Shaded arrows represent the wind field. The wind field constantly evolves,
requiring the balloon to replan at regular intervals.

Loon’s previous hand-crafted algorithm, colloquially named
StationSeeker, provides insight into what makes a good controller.
StationSeeker tracks winds with headings that form an acute angle with
the direction to the station, effectively tacking towards its destination.
Once the balloon is in range, it seeks slow-moving winds. Decisions are
made by maximizing a score function that incentivizes exploration (see
Methods). Although heuristic, this controller has been tuned extensively
and has reliably navigated Loon balloons for over 150,000 flight hours.
A better controller spends a greater fraction of time successfully
station-keeping. To reserve energy for the balloon’s payload, it should
also minimize power consumption. We therefore require that deployed
controllers use on average no more power than StationSeeker, which
is calibrated for normal operations.
We encode this objective using a reward, r, that is maximal (r = 1) when
the balloon is within ρ = 50 km of its station. This reward is associated with
the balloon state st at time t and is provided in response to an action at
(ascend, descend or stay). Given a discount factor γ < 1, an optimal controller maximizes the expected discounted sum of future rewards, or ‘return’

without substantially affecting performance, because the wind field
varies slowly with latitude and longitude and also because the Gaussian
process integrates measurements from nearby balloons. We encode
the uncertainty at each pressure level to provide an approximate belief
state38. By treating uncertainty as an input, we avoid explicitly enumerating plausible scenarios—a considerable computational advantage
over search methods. Finally, we encode 16 ambient variables important
to efficient flight (Extended Data Table 1).
The wind column encoding is centred at the balloon’s altitude, so
that its frame of reference is independent of the balloon’s absolute
coordinates. This provides the learning system with a useful inductive
bias that takes advantage of natural symmetries and supports a simple
strategy: ascend or descend when the winds above or below offer better
returns, stay if they do not. Because poor decisions take the balloon
to a lower-return state, this strategy corrects for many mistakes by
design. We thus expect it to perform well in different wind conditions
and handle discrepancies between real and simulated environments.
A large supply of realistic training data is key to successful reinforcement learning. Data from previous balloon flights are inadequate as
they cannot be used to evaluate large deviations from historical behaviour. On the other hand, generating sufficiently accurate data from
a physical atmospheric simulation is computationally prohibitive.
Instead, we create plausible wind data based on the ECMWF’s ERA5
global reanalysis dataset39, which reinterprets historical weather observations using numerical models. ERA5 provides baseline winds that are
modified with procedural noise40 to generate high-resolution wind
fields. By varying the random seed that drives the procedural noise, we
can generate an arbitrary number of scenarios and emulate forecasting
errors. The end product bears resemblance to data augmentation6,7,
which is known to improve the robustness of reinforcement-learning
controllers to modelling discrepancies.
We model the dynamics of a Loon superpressure balloon within
these plausible wind fields to obtain a simulator for training and
evaluating flight controllers. A trial consists of two simulated days of
station-keeping at a fixed location, during which controllers receive
inputs and emit commands at 3-min intervals. Flight controllers are
thus exposed to diurnal cycles and scenarios in which the balloon must
recover from difficult overnight conditions. These realistic flight paths
come at the cost of relatively slow simulation—roughly 40 Hz on datacentre hardware. In comparison, the Arcade Learning Environment
(ALE) benchmark41 operates at over 8,000 Hz.
Our controller uses action values to predict the rewards resulting
from its decisions. The action value Rs,a estimates the expected return

∞

Rs = E  ∑ γ tr (st , a t )|s0 = s ,
t =0

where E indicates the expected value. Rs characterizes the long-term
value of a flight controller from an initial state s onwards.
Although setting the reward to r = 0 outside the 50 km range describes
the objective, softening the transition at the boundary results in
improved controllers. We reduce the reward r to a constant ccliff < 1 at
50 km and decay it by a half every τ = 100 km (see Methods). To incentivize power efficiency, r is further decreased when consuming energy.
An ablation study confirms that the learning is robust to a wide range
of reward parameters (Fig. 2a).
Wind measurements are typically only available at the balloon’s
current position and in its wake, where they have been obtained from
instruments. To extrapolate to other positions, we use a Gaussian
process37 to blend the balloon’s measurements with forecasts from
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF),
using the wind forecast as a prior mean. The variance of the posterior
distribution quantifies the uncertainty of different wind estimates. As
inputs to our controller, we encode the magnitude and relative bearing of winds directly above and below the balloon, at 181 pressure levels ranging from 5 kPa to 14 kPa (15–20 km equivalent altitude). This
wind column also forms the bulk of StationSeeker’s inputs. Using wind
estimates outside of this column increases the computational costs
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Fig. 2 | Effect of parameters on controller performance. a, Performance of
reinforcement-learning controllers trained with different reward parameters.
Performance is measured in terms of the fraction of time spent within 50 km of
the station (TWR50), evaluated using our simulation benchmark (averaged

over 6,000 simulations; see text). Each parameter is varied in isolation; the
deployed controller’s parameter settings are indicated by a black outline.
b, Performance as a function of network size.

obtained when the action a is selected from a state s. During operation,
the controller behaves ‘greedily’, selecting the action that has the highest estimate. Action-value estimation is particularly well suited to the
problem of station-keeping, in which there are few actions to evaluate. Unlike direct policy optimization schemes42,43, it is also trivially
combined with experience replay44 to reuse simulator interactions
and achieves greater data efficiency.
To obtain a state-of-the-art controller, we leveraged recent developments from the field of deep reinforcement learning, which emphasizes
the use of deep neural networks in the learning process. Our controller
estimates its action values using a feed-forward network with seven layers
of 600 rectified linear units45 each; the weights of the network are learned
using the distributional QR-DQN algorithm46. Using smaller networks or a
non-distributional algorithm was found to degrade performance (Fig. 2b).

We train the neural network in a distributed setting47. Data are
generated from 100 parallel simulations and stored in an array of circular replay buffers from which minibatches are sampled and provided to a learner process11. Distributed training overcomes the low
simulation rate and enables training within a reasonable amount of
time. The training process alternates between its greedy policy and a
momentum-based exploratory policy (see Methods).

a

We evaluate controllers in simulation using a 6,000-flight benchmark.
This benchmark serves as a reliable proxy for actual flight performance,
and allows fast iterations over the controller design. By varying hyperparameters, we obtain a number of controllers that exhibit different
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(TWR50) by different controllers in the simulation benchmark (averaged over
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included are controllers that select actions uniformly at random and passively
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c, Per-flight performance of the reinforcement-learning controller after 24 and
41 days of training. Points indicate the two controllers’ TWR50 for specific
flights from the benchmark. Both controllers achieve 55.1% TWR50, but differ
substantially on a per-flight basis, illustrating the partially observable nature of
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Fig. 4 | Flight characteristics of controllers tested in the Pacific Ocean
experiment. a, Distribution of time spent within 50 km (TWR50) across 3-h
periods. The panel shows the cumulative fraction of periods (x axis) during
which up to a given fraction of time was spent within 50 km of the station
(y axis). A left-shifted curve indicates higher performance and the
reinforcement-learning controller has a lower 25th-percentile TWR50.
b, Histogram of distances to the station across 3-h periods (bin width: 1 km).
c, Histogram of duration of excursions (bin width: 1 h). An excursion begins
when the balloon leaves the 50-km range and ends when it returns within range.

The distribution of StationSeeker’s excursion lengths shows a heavier tail. Inset
shows cumulative frequency to 12 h (89.7% and 92.5% of data for the
reinforcement-learning controller and StationSeeker, respectively).
d, Histogram of power usage across 3-h periods (bin width: 10 W) within the
inner and outer rings (0–25 km and 25–50 km) and outside the range
(50–100 km). Insets show cumulative frequencies, illustrating how the
controllers use energy for different purposes. e, Average altitude over the day
(1-h increments). The shaded area indicates the period during which solar
energy is available. Local time is −8 utc.

trade-offs between station-keeping performance and energy usage.
The best controller satisfying our power requirement achieves a score
of 55.1% TWR50 (time within radius 50 km) on the benchmark. By comparison, StationSeeker achieves 40.5% TWR50 (Fig. 3a). A 1% gain corresponds to 14.4 additional minutes of station-keeping in a 24-h period,
and so the difference amounts to a substantial 3.5 h per day average
improvement in time spent near the station.
We estimate that the maximum achievable TWR50 on this benchmark
is somewhere between 56.8% and 68.7% (see Methods). The upper limit
corresponds to the performance of a tree-search controller with perfect
wind information, and reflects the limitations of wind-based navigation.
Even if favourable winds exist, partial observability implies that an agent
that behaves optimally with respect to its knowledge must still sometimes gamble. This is reflected in the network’s distributional prediction, which we use to obtain the 56.8% lower limit. The per-flight TWR50
of equally performing controllers can vary substantially (Fig. 3c), which
suggests that the true maximum lies closer to the lower limit, implying
that our controller is close to optimal in simulation.
As a strong competitor, we applied a tree-search algorithm (optimistic deterministic planning, OPD48) to a coarse approximation of flight
dynamics, used for computational reasons (see Methods for modelling
details). At equal power consumption, the reinforcement-learning
controller outperforms a controller based on OPD (51.6% TWR50;
Fig. 3b). Even a tuned-search controller that uses all available power
remains worse (53.0%, Mann–Whitney U test n = 6,000, P < 10−4, all
tests two-sided). Anecdotal evidence from prior tests suggests that
the tuned-search controller performs poorly in real conditions,
in part because its model does not adequately deal with partial
observability.
We also tested the reinforcement-learning controller’s sensitivity
to initial conditions. For 12 initial conditions, we ran 125 trials from

perturbations of a start position, and measured the average distance
between balloons (see Methods). The reinforcement-learning controller is much less sensitive to perturbations (56 km average pairwise
distance) than StationSeeker (117 km). Supplementary Videos 1–2
illustrate this point in easier and more challenging station-keeping
conditions.
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Deployment
We used the reinforcement-learning controller to station Loon balloons near an equatorial location over the Pacific Ocean where StationSeeker already performs superbly (see Methods for details on
how controllers are integrated into the broader fleet management
system). We cumulated a total of 2,884 flight hours from 17 December 2019 to 25 January 2020 (Extended Data Figs. 1–3). Flight data was
divided into 851 three-hour periods, each of which can be viewed as
a roughly independent sample. This process was repeated with data
from 7,475 flight hours concurrently acquired with StationSeeker at
the same location (48 segments, 2,185 periods). Real conditions differ
from simulation due to modelling discrepancies in flight dynamics
and power consumption, making this experiment a major challenge
for the reinforcement-learning controller. Additionally, the controllers received observations from multiple other balloons operating in
the vicinity of the station. As a result, many of the states encountered
during deployment had never been experienced in training (Supplementary Video 3 visualizes a balloon station-keeping over the course
of seven days).
Overall, our controller spends more time in range of the station
(TWR50 79% versus 72%; U = 850,410.5, P < 10−4), and uses less power for
altitude control (average 29 W versus 33 W, U = 1,048,814, P < 10−4). The
reported TWR50 values are higher than the average for the simulation

benchmark, which is curated to contain an artificially high proportion
of difficult conditions. We find that our controller spends far fewer 3-h
periods outside of the 50-km range, resulting in a lower 25th-percentile
TWR50 (72% versus 39%; Fig. 4a). On the basis of our simulation results,
we expect a larger performance gap at other locations.
Within range, StationSeeker attempts to simultaneously slow down
and navigate towards the station, a behaviour that often takes it through
the centre of the range. By contrast, the reinforcement-learning controller uses different strategies depending on wind conditions. For
example, it takes advantage of lateral winds to station-keep without
closing in, benefiting from a larger area and thus remaining passive
more often. This results in more time spent within the 25–50 km outer
ring (Fig. 4b), where it uses significantly less energy (27 W versus 43 W,
U = 287,887, n1 = 812, n2 = 565, P < 10−4; Fig. 4d), Power consumption is
also reduced in the inner ring (0–25 km; 15 W versus 18 W, U = 54,176,
n1 = 778, n2 = 116, P = 0.0005).
Outside the range (50–100 km), the reinforcement-learning controller actively works to return within the target region, resulting in shorter
excursion lengths (average 3.3 h versus 5.0 h, U = 21,738, n1 = 295, n2 = 123,
P = 0.001; Fig. 4c). This results in increased power consumption beyond
50 km (55 W versus 39 W, U = 14,060.5, n1 = 367, n2 = 95, P = 0.0036),
evidencing how the reinforcement-learning controller utilizes energy
savings made while within range. Finally, we find evidence that the
controller uses altitude to convert solar energy in excess of battery
capacity into potential energy (Fig. 4e). This occurs because ascending
does not require power; the stored potential energy is then released
early in the night, when power availability is most uncertain.
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Methods
Platform
The Loon superpressure balloons1 (http://www.loon.com) used in our
experiments are around 1,800 m3 and carry a payload of around 100 kg.
They fly in the stratosphere above wildlife, weather and most planes,
using lighter-than-air lift gas to provide buoyancy. They stabilize at
the altitude where the force of gravity on the system is equal to the lift
created by the buoyancy of the lift gas. Each balloon has two chambers:
one that contains lift gas and another that can be filled with ambient
air. Doing so changes the mass of the balloon system and causes it to
descend. Pumping air into the chamber requires energy but releasing
it does not, creating asymmetry in control dynamics.
A fleet dispatch system assigns each balloon to a particular location, and a navigation controller brings it in the vicinity of that location before switching control to the station-keeping controller. All
controllers run within a safety layer to ensure important behavioural
invariants are respected. As examples, a controller is not permitted
to use power in a way that would leave the balloon unable to maintain
safety-critical functions, or permitted to navigate to an altitude that
would damage the system. The observation vector contains variables
indicating whether the balloon has reached the limits of its altitude
range and whether it can use energy. These safety limits are present
both in training and on the real system, so the algorithm learns to work
within the constraints of the safety layer. At the end of their flight, the
balloons are navigated to planned locations and landed in coordination
with air traffic control.
The controllers navigate by providing a periodically updated
setpoint to the altitude-control system. The actions used by the
reinforcement-learning controller (ascend, descend and stay) correspond to setpoints at the lowest-permitted, highest-permitted and
current altitudes.
Station-keeping as a control problem
Station-keeping is initiated up to 300 km from the station, and continues until the balloon is reassigned. The objective of station-keeping is to
maximize the proportion of time spent within range from the moment
that the process is initiated. We further require that a controller’s average power usage be no greater than StationSeeker’s.
The nature of station-keeping creates challenges for standard
model-predictive control tools3. There is a nontrivial and nonlinear
relationship between decisions and the signal we wish to control—that
is, the distance to the station. At night, for example, the controller
must weigh making short-term gains against long-term losses due to
low battery charge. Because wind uncertainty cannot be accurately
described in closed form, there is also no simple way of modelling the
consequences of exploration. More generally, the mapping from a
state to an optimal decision varies nonlinearly in terms of the input
variables. Search-based model-predictive solutions such as the OPD
controller are a more natural fit, but are computationally impractical.
Conditions for station-keeping
We say that a location has diverse winds if we can identify altitudes at
which the winds blow in opposing directions. We use wind diversity
to characterize the difficulty of station-keeping at a particular location, and to filter out impossible training scenarios. In aggregate, we
estimate that diverse winds are available in the tropics 67% of time. We
obtain this estimate using a 1°-spaced lattice over the tropics (approximately 18,000 locations). For each location, wind diversity is estimated
by querying the simulator every hour from 2000 to 2019 and over five
random seeds. Each query results in a ‘diverse-or-not’ outcome. The
aggregate availability is the proportion of queries that are diverse.
Using the same technique, we estimate at 83.3% the average January
availability for the equatorial location of our experiment. Note that,
as this number measures the occurrence of a specific wind pattern

and ignores partial observability, it is not directly comparable to
TWR50.
The diversity of winds in the tropical stratosphere is influenced by
several phenomena. The Quasi-Biennial Oscillation is a series of alternating easterly and westerly winds with a period of approximately
28 months, and is driven by vertically propagating gravity waves originating in the troposphere34. The Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) is a
progression of convective activity from the Indian Ocean into the Pacific
Ocean with a periodicity of 30–90 days32. It has been shown that the
movement of precipitation centres by the Madden–Julian Oscillation
alters the east-west winds in the tropical stratosphere51. Finally, the El
Niño–Southern Oscillation influences the tropical circulation in both
the troposphere and stratosphere through several mechanisms33.

StationSeeker
StationSeeker assigns a score sl to pressure levels, l, ranging from 5 kPa
to 14 kPa in 50 Pa increments (l = 1, …, 181). The highest-scoring altitude
is designated as a setpoint. The score function is parametrized to balance four considerations within the station-keeping objective: reaching
the station, remaining close to the station, exploring the wind field and
limiting power consumption.
A wind score gl is computed for each pressure level l on the basis of
the wind magnitude μl and bearing θl:
gl = (1 − αΔ)e−wΔθl + αΔe−k1μ l .
The term αΔ ∈ [0, 1] is the relative weight associated with the wind
magnitude and bearing, and the term wΔ defines the magnitude of the
penalty associated with winds whose direction makes a large angle with
the direction of the station. Both of these decrease with the distance to
the station, Δ, and k1 is a constant. Close to the station, the magnitude
term dominates and the controller seeks slow winds.
To incentivize exploration and minimize power consumption, sl
interpolates between gl and a default score gunknown and penalizes large
altitude changes:

sl = (1 − ul )gl + ul gunknown + k2e−k3|l − l current|.
The interpolation factor ul ∈ [0, 1] is the uncertainty at pressure level
l, and k2 and k3 are constants. Interpolating using uncertainty leads the
controller to navigate to unexplored altitudes when no high-scoring
winds have been observed.
All parameters effect a trade-off between power and performance;
they were previously tuned through multiple interactions with the
simulator and manual analysis of real flight data. We validated this
tuning by evaluating different settings of wΔ, k1, k2 and gunknown on our
6,000-flight benchmark. We sampled 50 settings uniformly at random
from reasonable ranges, and additionally varied one parameter at a
time (Extended Data Fig. 4). At equal or lower power consumption,
the best parametrization of the evaluation function achieves barely
higher TWR50 than StationSeeker (41.6% versus 40.5%), within the
range where the two can be considered equivalent.

Tree-search controller (OPD)
In theory, a search-based approach can achieve near-optimal performance by enumerating all possible futures. However, using it in
a production-grade flight controller is computationally impractical
as it requires growing the search tree at every decision point. This is
problematic in our setting, where partial observability creates sizeable
randomness.
Instead, the tree-search controller models the flight dynamics
deterministically, using first-order physics to determine the balloon’s position following a decision. It models night-time power
consumption as a constant baseline rate plus an additional descent
cost. Although practical, one downside of this simplified model is that
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it cannot account for measurements obtained during the planning
process.
We use OPD48 to plan over this model. OPD is designed for deterministic discounted decision processes. It improves over breadth-first
search by focusing on the most promising sequences first, enabling
longer planning horizons. This is particularly effective in our setting,
where many decisions move the balloon away from the station. Once N
nodes have been expanded, OPD selects the action offering the greatest
lower bound on the return.
Gaussian process queries dominate the computational cost of a node
expansion (75–95% of total cost). To make the process tractable we use
a caching mechanism that aggregates neighbouring winds and impose
a planning limit of 500 km and 33 h. By parallelizing the process over
8 threads, our algorithm can expand 200,000 nodes in roughly 800 ms.
Although additional engineering could scale this process further, our
results suggest that this would produce, at best, marginal gains. The
search process is parametrized by the duration T of a single decision and
a stride parameter S. The available setpoints are those reachable within
that time interval, spaced S pascals apart. If T = 15 min and S = 100 Pa
these are 0, ±100 and ±200 Pa, relative to the current altitude. Planning
at the same resolution as the reinforcement-learning controller (T = 3
and S = 50) remains computationally infeasible; as a nontrivial point
of comparison, even using T = 15 and S = 100 achieves a low TWR50 of
34.4%.
The search controllers reported in Fig. 3b were obtained by varying
T ∈ [15, 60], S ∈ [50, 200], γ ∈ {0.993, 0.999}, and a potential penalty for
power usage (fω ∈ {0.9, 1.0}; see below). The best controller uses T = 60,
S = 100, γ = 0.993 and fω = 1.0.
The tuned-search controller replaces the tree by a lattice of 400-km2
cells. All locations within a cell are approximated with its centre. Additionally, it uses the negative of the distance to the station as reward,
ignoring power or the 50-km boundary.

Reward function
We consider a distance-based reward
1.0
if Δ < ρ

,
rdist(Δ) = 
−(Δ − ρ)/τ
2
otherwise
c
 cliff
where Δ is the distance to the station. Smaller values of ccliff penalize
exiting the range so that the objective is preserved; with ccliff = 1 and a
low decay rate τ, the balloon may prefer to remain just outside the range,
owing to discounting and approximation errors. The best performance
is provided by τ = 100 km and ccliff = 0.4 (Fig. 2a).
We modulate this reward by a multiplicative penalty for energy that is
drawn from the battery or could be used to charge it. We found this performs better than an additive penalty, which dominates the action-value
estimates far from the station. We use a normalized measure of power
consumption ω ∈ [0, 1] during the 3-min time step. The power-penalized
reward is r(s, a) = r(Δ, ω) = fωrdist(Δ), with

0.95 − 0.3ω if ω > 0
fω = 
.
otherwise
1.0

State encoding
The state vector consists of 1,083 wind variables (361 triples) and
16 ambient variables (Extended Data Table 1). 181 triples correspond
to pressure levels from 5 kPa to 14 kPa in 50-Pa increments, and the
central triple always corresponds to the balloon’s current altitude.
The remaining triples are invalid for any given state; some altitudes are
also inaccessible owing to changes in temperature, infrared radiation
and levels of lift gas. We encode these using the limit triple (1, 1, 0),
semantically equivalent to being maximally confident that the wind
is blowing infinitely fast away from the station.

Deep reinforcement learning
An action value52 describes the expected return that follows from taking action a in state s:
∞

Rs, a = E  ∑ γ tr (st , a t )|s0 = s , a 0 = a.
t =0

We estimate action values using the QR-DQN algorithm 46, an
open-source implementation of which is available online53. QR-DQN
i
uses collections of N real-valued locations θ s, a:

Rs, a ≈

1
N

N

∑ θis, a.
i =1

Each location approximates a quantile of the probability distribution of the random return. This approach stabilizes learning in neural
networks and improves performance compared to direct mean estimation54; Fig. 2b shows a small (+1.2%) TWR50 improvement. We also use
these locations to estimate the maximum performance in our simulation benchmark (see below).
We model QR-DQN’s locations using a seven-layer, 600-unit neural
network. The network takes in a state vector as input and outputs
51 quantiles per action. Fewer (21) or more (101) quantiles did not
affect performance. We maintain a separate target network11 and
use n-step backups5. The controller then acts by selecting the action
with the highest estimate. The network weights are optimized using
Adam55.
Extended Data Table 2 summarizes the parameters of the learning
algorithm (hyperparameters). These were tuned using Vizier56 and grid
search. The learning process is most sensitive to Adam parameters, and
these formed the bulk of early tuning. The process otherwise performs
well for a range of parameters and many of these (for example, minibatch size, update horizon and number of quantiles) are imported from
open-source implementations. The deployed controller was trained
for 24 days (wall-clock time) and 1.1 billion gradient updates using a
V100 graphics processing unit (GPU), and was selected from among
ten similarly trained parametric variations. The controllers with performances reported in Fig. 1 were trained in the same fashion, but for
300 million gradient updates.

Training-data generation
A trial is defined by the balloon’s initial longitude, latitude, altitude,
date, time, station location and a random seed for wind noise. For training, trial start dates and locations are sampled uniformly at random
from 2005–2010 (inclusive) and from the tropics (latitudes −25° to 25°);
configurations lacking wind diversity are rejected. The balloon’s initial
altitude is sampled uniformly from the accessible range, and its initial
distance from the station is drawn from a scaled beta distribution with
support 0–200 km; note that poor navigation will cause the balloon
to experience larger distances. This procedure provides a diversity
of learning scenarios, as weather patterns recur seasonally but differ
across the planet.
Data are recorded as a series of state–action–reward transitions.
Once a trial completes, its transitions are appended to a replay buffer
chosen uniformly at random. The final transition of a trial lacks continuation and is ignored.
To efficiently explore the consequences of different decisions, we
use an exploratory policy. This policy first samples a setpoint uniformly
at random from the accessible range. This setpoint is then periodically
updated with zero-mean Gaussian noise. This causes the balloon to
perform a random walk between altitudes, rather than taking individual actions, providing momentum to exploration and improving
its efficiency.

A majority (80% probability) of trials are selected for exploration.
These trials interleave the reinforcement-learning controller with the
exploratory policy in intervals of four and two hours, respectively,
for a total of eight cycles per trial. Interleaving allows the controller
to efficiently test macroscopic deviations from its usual behaviour,
as following the exploratory policy for more than a few hours would
produce mostly uninteresting data.

Simulation benchmark
Our simulation benchmark is divided equally across three locations in
Peru and two in Kenya, regions in which Loon operates. This assesses
our controller’s ability to respond to different weather statistics;
empirically, station-keeping is easier over Kenya than over Peru. One
hundred dates selected from 2000 to 2015 correspond to each of the
five locations, omitting training dates (2005–2010), each with 12 random seeds. This yields 6,000 flight configurations. The per-location
dates are sampled in equal proportions from five difficulty categories
derived from StationSeeker’s performance. Each category corresponds
to a 20% TWR50 interval. For example, there are 20 dates for which
StationSeeker achieves 0–19% TWR50. The balloon’s initial position
is sampled as in training.
We simulated 12 more flights sharing a common Peru station, beginning on the first of each month of 2002, which we refer to as ‘the 2002
simulations’. This procedure yielded 11,520 states. Of these, the first
state of each trajectory is discarded to correct for the simulator’s
burn-in period.
Estimation of maximum benchmark performance
By providing the OPD controller with perfect wind information, we
reduce station-keeping to a path-planning problem with energy constraints. However, partial observability carries a performance cost. This
is reflected in the spread of the neural network’s return distribution
predictions (Extended Data Fig. 5). We therefore estimate the lower
limit on maximum performance as the perfect-information upper
limit, minus the cost of partial observability.
We assume the following: 1) the action-value distribution predictions
are reasonably accurate; 2) the environment dynamics are deterministic
given the random seed, such that any predicted quantile is obtained
by some sequence of decisions; and 3) the predicted outcomes correspond to a sum of contiguous binary rewards. This last assumption
enables us to interpret action-value differences as differences in the
time spent successfully station-keeping. We write
Rs, a = γT s, a ,
where Ts,a is the number of time steps before the balloon arrives within
range of the station, after which point it remains within range until the
simulation ends. An alternative model, Rs, a = (1 − γT s, a +1)/(1 − γ), leads
to similar estimates.
Under these assumptions, the only source of randomness is partial
observability. The largest predicted quantile, R s⁎ , a, therefore estimates
the optimal return in the absence of partial observability. We associate
this larger quantile with an earlier arrival time, T ⁎s, a. For a given state s,
we compute the time steps saved owing to full observability:

T ∗s, a − Ts, a =

log(maxa R∗s, a) − log(maxa Rs, a)
−logγ

.

Using the 2002 simulations, we estimate T s⁎ , a − Ts,a = 57 steps, or 2.85 h.
We convert this difference into TWR50 by dividing it by 24 h (480 time
steps). 24 h corresponds to the expected length of time remaining in
a simulated trial, when sampling a time step at random, as we do here.
Anecdotally, it also roughly corresponds to the longest time period in
which a balloon may station-keep without interruption, owing to changing winds and low battery charge at night. This calculation results in a

TWR50 difference of 11.9%, which, once subtracted from the
perfect-information limit, yields 56.8% TWR50 as a plausible maximum
on performance on the simulation benchmark.

Sensitivity to initial conditions
For each of the 2002 simulations, we consider 125 perturbations of the
balloon’s initial position, arranged in a box (0, ±0.01, ±0.02 degrees
latitude and longitude, 0, ±100, ±200 Pa). We record their average distance to the station and the average distance between pairs of balloons
(ignoring altitude), which we call the pairwise distance (Extended Data
Fig. 6). The numbers reported in the main text correspond to pairwise
distances averaged across months; the medians across months are
55 km (reinforcement-learning controller) and 66 km (StationSeeker).
Response to bearing and magnitude as a function of distance
We use a sensitivity analysis to study the reinforcement-learning controller’s decision-making process, focusing on how it trades off magnitude and bearing as a function of distance. We use finite differences to
estimate the partial derivative of the controller’s action-value estimates
with respect to input i—that is, its ‘response’ to i. For a given state s and
action a we query the neural network for its action-value estimate Rs,a.
We then add δ = 0.01 to the component of s corresponding to input i
to produce a new state y(i), and query the neural network for the new
estimate Ry(i),a. The network’s response ei is
ei =

R y (i ), a − Rs, a
δ

.

We repeat the process for each state s of the 2002 simulations, resulting in an average response ēi.
To obtain a response that depends on the distance Δ, we vary the
distance-to-station input from 0 to 200 km, and fix it across states
before querying the network. This yields a function ēi(Δ), which we
rescale according to

e^i(Δ) =

e¯(
i Δ)
.
max|¯(
ei Δ′)|
Δ′

We compare êi(Δ) to the derivative of StationSeeker’s score function with respect to i, rescaled as above so that the two controllers’
responses can be compared. Negative responses to magnitude and
bearing respectively indicate an aversion to fast winds and to winds
bearing away from the station.
Both controllers emphasize magnitude and bearing respectively
near and far from the station (Extended Data Fig. 7). However, the
reinforcement-learning controller exhibits a sharp change in sensitivity at 50 km. Beyond this boundary, it prefers fast winds (positive
response), supporting our empirical observation that the controller
works to return within range.

Preprocessing of real flight data
We divide the flight data from our Pacific Ocean experiment into segments, each corresponding to a specific balloon station-keeping during
a contiguous time period. Segments shorter than 6 h are omitted. For
our reinforcement-learning controller, this yields 25 segments (mean
segment length: 115 h, maximum length: 377 h). For StationSeeker, this
yields 48 segments. Extended Data Figs. 1–3 depict all segments lasting
at least 12 h. Most segments begin with the balloon approaching from
a distance; in our analysis we discard this initial approach so that all
flight segments start 50 km from the station.

Data availability
The data analysed in this paper are available from the corresponding
authors on reasonable request.
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The code used to train the flight controllers is proprietary. The code
used to analyse the generated data is available from the corresponding
authors on reasonable request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Flight paths of the reinforcement-learning controller during the Pacific Ocean experiment. The x and y axes represent longitude and
latitude.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Flight paths of StationSeeker during the Pacific Ocean experiment, 1 of 2. The x and y axes represent longitude and latitude,
respectively.

Extended Data Fig. 3 | Flight paths of StationSeeker during the Pacific Ocean experiment, 2 of 2. The x and y axes represent longitude and latitude,
respectively.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | TWR50 and power consumption for different
parametrizations of StationSeeker’s score function. Grey points indicate
settings chosen uniformly at random from the following ranges: wΔ ∈ [0.4, 0.8]

(at close range), k 1 ∈ [0.01, 0.15], gunknown ∈ [0.4, 0.6] and k 2 ∈ [0, 0.2]. Each
parameter was also varied in isolation (coloured points). Semantically
interesting parameter choices are highlighted.

Extended Data Fig. 5 | Distribution of returns predicted by the neural
network. Each panel indicates the predicted distributions for a particular state
and action. The 51 quantiles output by the network are smoothed using kernel
density estimation (σ determined from Scott’s rule with interquartile range

scaling). The dashed lines indicate the average of these locations. The states
with depicted distributions are from different times (0, 3, 6 and 9 h) into the
July 2002 simulation. We use the largest quantile to estimate the return that
could be realized in the absence of partial observability.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Average distances and pairwise distances for
perturbations of 12 initial conditions. a, Distance to station, averaged over
125 perturbations. These numbers highlight how the 1 January to 1 June 2002
simulations (May excluded) were challenging station-keeping conditions.

The 1 January configuration, in particular, lacked wind diversity. b, Average
distance between pairs of balloons (7,750 pairs). Our controller exhibits greater
robustness to challenging conditions.

Extended Data Fig. 7 | Scaled response of controllers to wind bearing and
magnitude as a function of distance. We use the derivative of the network’s
action-value estimates, or response, as a proxy for the relative weight of an

input. The two inputs tested here are the wind bearing and magnitude at the
balloon’s altitude; the curves report the derivative for the ‘stay’ action.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Inputs to the flight controller

Unless otherwise stated, inputs are normalized using linear rescaling f(x) = (x – xmin)/(xmax – xmin). The last three sets of input values encode the wind column at the balloon’s position, centred at
the balloon’s altitude.

Extended Data Table 2 | Hyperparameters defining the deep reinforcement-learning
__... .2arning algorithm
algorithm

Hyperparameter

Value

Network layer width
Numberof locations
Discountfactor
Update horizon
Minibatch size
Replay buffer size
Numberofreplay buffers
Numberof actors
Adam step-size
Adam epsilon
Target network update frequency
Reward function p

600
51
0.993
5
32
500,000
4
100
2e-6
0.00002
100
50

Reward function T
Reward function Cc,

100
0.4

Notes
Used by QR-DQN
Used by the n-step method

Linearly decayed to 4e-7 in 5 million updates

Range (in km) within which r = 1
Decayrate (km)
Reward when beyond p km

